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A CHRONOLOGY OF IMPO RTA NT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE HISTORY OF 
TELECOMM UNICAT IONS AT OH IO STATE UNIVERS ITY 
By 
William H. Ewing 
The hi s torical data conta ined in this doc ument has been 
obtained from many so urces. However, special acknow led gement 
for the early rad io mate ri a l should be g iven to the Ma ster 's 
thesis entitl ed, "Histo ry of WOSU Radio11 , prepared in 1968 
by Rick Madden a t the Ohio St a te Uni ve rs ity. Copies of this 
document a re on fil e a t the Oh io Sta t e Uni versi ty libra ry, as 
we ll ~s the Te aecommunicat ions Cente r, and wil l se rve as a 
mo re deta il ed supp lement to t he section on \./OSU Rad io hi s tory. 
Also, in prepa ration during the centenni al yea r is a 
ma s t er's thesis covering the yea rs since the deve lopment "J f 
television and the Telecommunications Cente r. 
Prepared in Connection with Ohio State University's 
Centennial Celebration 
1969-1970 
t ·. 
RADIO BROADCASTING 
1910 - The first recorded instance of radio instruction at Ohio State 
University was in 1910 under Professor W. L. Upson of th~ Department 
of Electrical Engineering. That same year a radio station was begun 
simply as a receiving station, but before the end of the year it vJas 
both receiving and transmitting. 
1913 - During the great flood of this year Columbus was isolated from the 
rest of Ohio and the only available means of coim1unicating with 
many parts of the state was through the University's wireless. 
Unfortunate interruptions by amateur radio stations during this 
crisis prompted the OSU wireless operator to reco~.~er.d rigid 
enforcement of the la\vS regulating amateur activities. 
1913 - During World War I the United States Army School of Military 
1918 Aeronautics formed a radio unit at Ohio State University under the 
supervision of the Department of Electrical Engineering. 
1920 - The first license issued to the University was an experimental 
license dated March 23, 1920, for one year with the call letters 
8XL and authorizing the use of 200 and 375 meters for the power of 
1.8 kilowatts. 
1922 - WEAD began regular broadcasting on April 24. To mark the occasion 
President w. O. Thompson made the inaugural addc-ess in which he 
stated: 
·~e are starting tonight the first of a series of 
programs of entertainment and instruction for the 
citizens of Central Ohio. These programs will be 
of the highest type, including music, science and 
other subjects of popular interest. 
Happily, Columbus' first radio program is being 
broadcasted from Ohio State Univcrsity. 11 
1922 - Power was increased to five hundred watts and the station was granted 
unlimited time for broadcasting. The station's programming \v<',S so 
popular that 50 newspapers and periodicals requested a schedule of 
programming for regular publication. 
1922 - Problems of a technical nature, housing of studios, expansion of 
1926 staff and programming marked this period. The station also enjoyed 
an increase in popularity. 
1927 - Robert C. Higgy, who had received a degree in Communications 
Engineering and had been serving for a period of three years as 
radio engineer, took over direction of the station. 
I . ~ 
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1926 - Publication of a \.JE/\0 program bulletin v,as inaugurated in November 
of this year. The following statement of purpose was issued: 
11 lt is the purpose of the bulletin to list the 
complete programs for the month, to announce each 
new lecture series, to tell something about the 
course and lecture, and to give new items of 
interest about the station and its activities. 11 
The station•s programming was expanded to include a wide range of 
educational material, sports events and music. During this same 
year the station received an honor by being named a constant 
frequency station by the United States Bureau of Standards and was 
the only Ohio station to receive this honor. 
1927 - An increase in power to 1,000 watts was requested of the Federal 
Radio Commission in April of this year. The station also requested 
a different time schedule and a longer wave length. 
1927 - The first classroom broadcast of an entire course was announced 
with the following statement: 
"This service constitutes the nearest approach to the 
ideal of educational broadcasting and makes Ohio State 1 s 
radio university a real ity. 11 
19?R - A ~h~nge in thR wave ]Rngth from 1,060 to 5~0 kilocycles was 
ordered by the Federal Radio Commission. 
1927 - One of the first formal studies of the need for and desire of 
1928 educational radio grew out of the Payne Student and Experiment Fund 
of New York conducted by D. H. Darrow. The study resulted in 
evidence of a very live interest in the possibilities of broadcasting 
for schools. Out of the study grew a proposal for a radio series 
ent it 1 ed "Ohio Schoo 1 of the Air . 11 
1929 - The Ohio School of the Air series, after months of trial and error, 
was finally sent via telephone from the WEAO studios to Cincinnati 
and transmitted over WLW. The series became very popular and D. H. 
Darrow was able to secure $40,000 from the Ohio Legislature to 
support the program for a two year period. 
1933 - An increase in power from 750 to 1,000 watts was granted by the 
Federal Radio Commission on March 24. This increase was granted for 
daytime use only. After sundm·m \.JEAO could only operate at 750 watts. 
During the period between 1929 and 1933 the university station 
experienced a number of interference difficulties, particularly \vith 
WKBM in Youngstown and was required to operate under a sharing of 
time arrangement for a considerable period. Another difficulty 
developed with a Syracuse, New York station. This problem was 
resolved in favor of WEAO. 
·. I 
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1934 - A s tudy was comp l eted by th e station in August of this yea r with 
respec t to aud ience i ,1te re.sts . The study revea led keen interest 
in the radio pl ays prese nted by the new ly formed 1·adio group and 
that they we re second 0nl y to ; ntcres t in the footba ll broadcasts. 
1934 - The Ohio Eme rgency Rad io J un ior Coll ege was devel o ped primarily as 
a result of some needs and probl ems g rov1 ing out o f the depression 
of that period. Radio cou r se s had been offered before but dur i ng 
this period the university, in cooper a tion with tl,e Ohio Emergency 
School Administration, deci ded to offer more cour ses. While a 
student could not rece ive university credit upon successfu lly 
completing work, he was given the opportunity upon formally ente r ing 
the university to ta ke prof iciency exam inations, and could in this 
way obtain university credit for the courses. A maximum of 30 
credit hours toward the degree was allowed. To help t each the 
cou rse and to he lp employ t he unemployed t eachers were provided in 
many Ohio counti e s. Stude nt s and county teachers were encouraged 
to form local discussion groups. 
1937 - Seven important areas of the station's deve lopment we re reported in 
a book titled Education's 01vn Stations, by S.E. Fr ost pub li shed i n 
this year. The seven impor t ant service areas of WOSU radio were 
lis ted as follows: 
The Radio Junior College 
t\gr!-: •! t~·r :il Pr 09r err!"l · g 
Drama and Music Presentat ions 
School of the Air Broadcasts 
Athletic Broadcasts 
WOSU's Willingness to Experiment 
The Deve lopment of a Radi o Wor kshop 
One interesting it em from this report was the fac t that WOSU had 
the only Works Progress Ad mi nistration (WPA) orche stra in the United 
States employing 20 unemployed musicians. 
1937 - Technica l improvements were a pproved by the Board of Trustees in 
September and included a new transmitter and tower and a move to a 
more favorable location, the un iversity golf cou rse . 
1938 - Transfer of responsibility for the station from t he College of 
Engineering to the President's Division was recommended and approved 
effective July 1 of this year . It was also during this period that 
the station's staff was reorganized and new advisory comm ittees formed. 
1939 - A new studio and control room were completed in t he CoITTnunications 
Laboratory and a small addition to the structure also provided more 
office space. Power was increased to 5,000 watts. 
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1939 - An increase in power from 750 to 1,000 v,atts for its nighttime 
operation was granted in May. Acting university president William 
McPherson had estimated at this time that WOSU 1 s potential listening 
audience was increased by 132,000 in primary coverage and by 654,000 
in secondary coverage. In terms of miles the station's radius was 
extended to 68 miles. The Ohio School of the Air was now under the 
auspices of the university and it was determined that more than 
250,000 pupils followed these programs on a reguf.ar basis. 
1941 - The problem of sharing time with the Youngstown station was resolved 
by agreement and action of the Board of Trustees in which WOSU 
changed its frequency from 570 to 820 kilocycles, and increased its 
power to 5,000 watts for a full daytime operatiofl but with sign off 
at sunset. 
Ohio State University's new president, Howard L. Bevis, requested 
a statement of operating policies of the radio station from R. C. 
Higgy, Director. In response to this request Mr. Higgy outlined 
the policies, organization and operation of WOStt. In this report 
Mr. Higgy stated that the overall objective of the station was to 
"extend the university resources of personnel, 1.,aboratory and 
plant to the public of Ohio through radio. 11 He also explained that 
the programming policies were determined by the radio education 
committee which also decided the type and nature of programs 
broadcasted. As for organization, Hiqgy explained that the station 
was divided into administrative, progra~ planning, production and 
engineering divisions. The administrative area contained the 
station director, chief operator and program su~ervisor. There 
were three full time employees and one half-time employee on the 
production staff, while in engineering there were three full time 
and two half-time employees. 
1941 - During the war period \.JOSU cooperated fully with al 1 government 
1946 agencies with respect to the war effort. This included regulations 
concerning weather forecasts, anno~ncement of casualty lists, news 
broadcasts, etc. Much time was devoted to special announcements 
and programs providing information and help in promotion of the war 
effort. One series entit!ed, "Ohio at War 11 was a 15-minute weekday 
program which included consumer information, market analysis, 
background information of the peoples and nations involved in the 
conflict, and pertinent matters. 
1944 - Allocation of FM channels for education was now being strongly urged 
by many institutions and Ohio State University president, Howard L. 
Bevis, representing the Radio Broadcasting Corrrnit:tee of the National 
Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges, appeared 
before the Federal Communications Commission outlining the interests 
and needs of the institutions which he represented. These hearings 
resulted in the later zpportionment of a part of the FM band for 
non-commercial interests. 
) . 
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1946 - Mr. Higgy filed a report with President Bevis outlining the 
preliminary engineering data needed for an FM proposal, which 
included an Ohio Educntional FM network. 
Later, Higgy recommended to the Board of Trustees that an 
application be made to the Federal Communications Commission 
for a 1 icense to operate the FM station and that a sum of 
$42,000 be appropriated for this purpose. 
1948 - The FCC approved the university's application for an FM station 
on December 8 and granted a construction permit. 
1945 - Non-sponsored educational programs of the major networks were 
1950 made available to the university radio station through special 
arrangements and telephone lines to the local Columbus affiliates. 
1949 - A brief statement of station policy printed in the September, 1949 
program bullet in was as fol lov,s: 
"The Ohio State University operates WOSU primarily 
as an extension of University facilities to the 
people of Ohio. The great resources of the University 
on the campus are extended into your homes through 
wosu. 
It is our pol icy to present education and information 
as well as the other usual broadcast services in as 
attractive a manner as possible. Discussions of 
public questions in an unbiased, complete manner are 
regularly scheduled, as well as news and events of 
importance occurring at the University. We feel that 
it is the duty of WOSU to bring to the listening 
public as much of the campus and University activities 
as it is possible to do by radio. We use many programs 
of good music to surrour.d the educational acitivity in 
an attractive manner. 
The use of WOSU for local student instructional 
purposes isl imited because the station is not 
intended, in any way, as a student laboratory. 
Students appear on WOSU programs only when they 
are competent and have a contribut·ion to make to 
WOSU programs.'' 
1950 - WOSU-FM began broadcasting in the evening hours for the fir~t time, 
as well as duplicating the day ti~e schedule. Programs were 
duplicated on both AM and FM until the required sign-off time for 
AM, and then were continued on FM during the evening hours. 
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1952 -Prograr.ming resources of the station had by this time increased to 
inc 1 ude over six hours o f programs weekly from the NAEB tape net\-'1ork, 
the B~itish Broadcasting Corporation, the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation, Cooper Union, T1,;entieth Century Fund, Foxwel Institute, 
Rocky Mountain Radio Council, and others. 
1953 -Although the station had participated to some extent in the Ohio 
State Fair for many years, an extensive program was arranged for 
the Sesquicentennial Fair in 1953, Music Hal was the main originating 
point for the station and a special control boot h was erected. 
Broadcasts also originate d from other locations. 
1954 -WOSU-FM broadcasting day was extended to 10:00 p~m. to provide more 
time for music and faculty programming. 
WOSU received a grant-in-aid of $3,200 from the NAEB and the Ford 
Foundations Fund for Adult Education. The gran t was used in the 
production of a series of 13 half-hour documentclries entitled, "Our 
Unfinished Busines~, " dealing with a variety of social problems. 
The series was accepted by the NAEB network. 
1955 -January marked the fifth year of FM broadcasting over WOSU-FM at 89.7 me. It was estimated that there were 933 hours of programming 
available to I isteners on WOSU-FM during 1954. 
1956 -The April, 1956 WOSU program buletin was expanded to include program 
:;chedul~s "!'or AM, ~~ a:-:d fo:-\'OSU-:V ':Jhich ~ad rec-:-~'.:!y s-'.:2'"ted 
operations. 
1957 -WOSU-AM and FM originated the first live "stereophonic" music program 
in this area. The enthusiastic response of 1 isteners prompted WOSU to 
prepare a new series for 1957-1958. This new 13-week series began 
on December I, 1957, Sunday at 4:30 p.m. over WOSU-AM and FM as 
stereophonic broadcasts. 
1962 -Bruno Walter was known to have been reluctant to record the Ninth 
Symphony of his good friend, Gustav Mahler. However, he did record 
this magnum opus before his death in 1962. WOSU Radio presented 
the rehearsal session ahd the complete recording of Mahler's Ninth 
with the Columbus Symphony under the direction of Bruno Walter on 
September 27. 
In October of this year, the Colege of Medicine, in cooperation with 
WOSU-FM, initiated a special service for the medical profession in 
the state, consisting of a two-way audio network and the distribution 
of transparencies to be shm·m v1hile listening to the FM radio 
presentations by the medical staff. Extension of coverage was 
provided through the cooperation of WHIO-FM in Dayton and in later 
years through other radio stations in the state. 
1964 -Dr. Wiliam B. Steis was appointed General Manager of WOSU Radio, 
AM and FM. 
~ . I 
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1968 - St a r t in g J une 3 a nd cont in u i ng th roug h the su~me r months , WOSU-FM 
remained on the a ir fo r t wo hours l onge r until 12 :30 a. m. on 
weekd ays in o rder to a i r a new ne t work series cal led "N ig ht Call , 11 
a one-hou r produc t ion i n coope r at ion wi th t he Nat ional Cou ncil of 
Churches. Built on an "open mi ke 11 for ma t ge neral ly deali ng with 
urban crise s in our nat ion, it f eatured call-i n questions from 
listene rs around the country. 
On October 1, WOSU and WOS U-FM became separate stations offering 
different programs most of t he br oadcast day. \JOSU-FM devoted most 
of its programn ing to music while WOSU-AM expanded its schedule of 
informationa l and edu cat ional progr ams. 
After approximately one year spent in planning and construction, the 
FM automation system wa s placed in se rvice in Oc t ober. The system 
is housed in four racks containing five reel tape playback units, 
one cartridge tape playbac k unit, and sequenci ng and display units, 
An adjunct to the aut oma tic switching system is the AM-FM loggar, an 
ultra-slow speed, two channe l tape r ecorder that records the day's 
events on one tape. Pho to module switching is employed in ali audio 
circuits in order to mi ni mi ze switching transient s, and sol id state 
sequencing for more reli abl e switching. Ten sources are selected 
in the system by mean s of dialed ro t ary switches with digit 
indicators. Twenty-five se quential events can be prograrrrned before 
repP.t it ion . A rl i s p 1 ay ~a ne l indi cat ed sequence position. on-the-air 
source, and next programme d source. 
1969 - Vice President Agnew 1 s June Comme ncement Address was aired over 
WOSU-AM and FM live from OSU Stadium. The station also cooperated 
fully with independent stations and networks in originating radio 
broadcast for this important event. 
WOSU-TV AND THE 
TELECOM,'1UN I CAT IONS CENTER 
• A • I 
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1955 - The structure at 2470 North Star Road was a compromise design built 
to house both studio and transmission facilities--the original plan 
calling for televis1on studios on main campus. The building had one 
30 1 x 45 1 studio and a second studio 11area 11 which proved too small to 
use. Also included were small areas designated for administration, 
graphics, photography, scene construction, film projection and kine-
scope recording. (In 1962 a 2500 square foot addition for storage, 
offices, video tape recording and graphics was approved. Previous 
requests had been turned down by the State Control! ing Board on the 
basis that \.JOSU-TV's primary function was 11to project film. 11 ) 
1956 - Regular programming service was initiated on February 20 with twenty 
hours of programming each week. WOSU-TV was the 19th educational 
television station on the air in the United States. The initial 
telecast on February 20 was an informal dedication featuring Vice 
President Frederic W. Heimberger and the University Symphonic Choir. 
The layout of the studios and installation of equipment was super-
vised by R. C. Higgy, then Director of radio and television and later 
Associate Director for Engineering. 
In July of this year the University's Board of Trustees appointed 
Richard B. Hull as Director of Radio and Television Broadcasting. 
William Ewing was named Associate Director. Mr. Hull was given the 
responsibility for developing and coordinating all aspects of 
electronic communication on and off campus, including closed circuit 
television as well as radio and television broadcasting. 
During its first full year of operation, the station program schedule 
was expanded from 20 to 32 hours per week and included a number of 
live programs along with the program service of the National Educational 
Television and Radio Center. 
1957 - During the winter and spring quarters the radio and television broad-
cast unit sponsored several seminar demonstrations of closed circuit 
television, involving a wide variety of departments and including 
reports of those installations already in operation in the departments 
of welding engineering, physiology and opthalmology. 
The unit also served as host to Ohio educational broadcasters in two 
meetings lo~king forward to the formation of a state-wide Ohio Council 
on Educational Television. 
A five day seminar on 11Research in Educational Broadcasting, 11 sponsored 
by the National Association of Educational Broadcasters and the Ohio 
State University's Committee on Research and Commonications, v1as held 
the week of 12-9-57. Dr. I. Keith Tyler was seminar director and 
Richard B. Hull, conference leader. 
.. 
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1958 - The acquisition of portable TV equipment made it possible for the 
first time to sho1v the Ohio State - MichiJan basketball game from 
St. John's Arena on February 15. Other sports remotes made possible 
by this equipment during this period included track and swimming 
meets, the Ohio High School Relays, and other basketball games. 
On April 14, two on-the-spot broadcasts were televised by WOSU-TV. 
Also on April 14 the University's Swan Club presented a swimming 
exhibition from the men's natatorium. On April 22, "Camera on 
Health" originated from the emergency room of the University Hospital. 
Production Consultant, Jack McGiffert of CBS-TV conducted a seminar 
on lighting for three days in /l,pril, and two lighting experts, lmero 
Florentino of ABC-TV and Bob Davis of NBC-TV conducted a three-day 
workshop for the technical staff in May. 
During the spring quarter of 1958 Professor Leslie Miller taught 
the first Ohio State University telecourse, mathematics 400, a 
remedial course. Broadcast on open circuit, the course was viewed 
by approximately 200 students. 
WOSU AM-FM-TV experimented with a three-channel stereophonic 
broadcast of the musical group, the Ohio State University Coeds, 
under the direction of John Muschick of the School of Music. Many 
favorable phone calls were received. 
c;omp 400 c;tl•rlP-ntc; from eight hi9h c;c:hoolc; in Columbus comoleted the 
driver's education telecourse, WOSU-TV's first television course 
offered to high school students. 
In 1958 the University accepted a gift from the Lake Shore System 
of a bus for housing its remote control units. Acquisition of the 
25-passenger, commercial type bus enabled WOSU-TV to handle more 
on-the-spot telecasts than was previously feasible. The interior 
of the bus was designed and outfitted as a remote control unit by 
members of the WOSU-TV technical staff. 
On November 1, 1958, the TV technical staff originated a closed 
circuit telecast of the OSU - Northwestern game in Evanston, which 
was seen by some 3,650 viev1ers in St. John Arena. 
1958 - The following is an excerpt from a report by Director Richard B. 
1963 Hull to President Fawcett, covering Telecommunications Center 
developments during the five year period 1958-1963: 
"The five year record of development in telecommunications 
at OSU is one of continued expansion in instructional, 
research and service activities. While the history 
of OSU in educational broadcasting is a Jong and 
distinguished one, t\vO new concepts have emerged 
during this period: (I) the use of television and 
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related media as integral parts of the instructional 
process rather than permissive or enrichment devices, 
and (2) the grouping of all media into a single 
University facility, a step made possible by the 
establishment of the Telecommunications Center.'' 
"Student telecourse enrollments increased from 574 
in 1957-1958 to 134,070 in 1961-1962 and subject 
matter areas from two to twenty-five course offerings. 
In that initial year, two telecourses were broadcast 
over the WOSU-TV's open-air channel while video recording 
facilities were 1 imited to one kinescope machine." 
'~t the end of the five-year period a nine-channel 
campus-wide closed circuit television system had 
been installed, a self-contained CCTV system linked 
to the campus grid was in operation, and plans for 
a similar Installation in the College of Medicine 
and the Personnel Research Board were underway. 
Three video tape recorders \!Jere in operation for 
fifteen hours per day, and Dentistry, which initially 
had produced only occasional programs, was complaining 
because it could not have instantaneous access to 
the tape machines. An office storage addition was 
made to the WOSU-TV building and new experimental 
stua1os (converted almost immediately co 1nsiructiona1 
television studios because of enrollment demands) 
were fitted out in Derby Hall." 
"During 1961-1962 nearly 16,000 OSU students enrolled in 
ten different courses offered by five departments 
received instruction by television either from 
Channe I 34 or by CCTV, inc 1 ud i ng students hn the 
branch centers at Marion and Newark. Zoology 
students in all the branch centers received TV 
instruction via kinescope film recordings of the 
lessons offered on the main campus." 
"The radio branch of the Center, working with the 
College of Medicine, developed a 12-hospital network 
for postgraduate education and anticipates another 
complex of 12 hospitals participating by next fall. 
WOSU-FM broadcasts lectures to these locations and 
questions are relayed back to the studio by telephone 
circuits. In order to better meet these demands, the 
Center has opened the Office of Radio and Television 
Instruction in Derby Hall vJith a four-member staff 
to advise interested deoartments, to plan television 
lessons, coordinate CCTV schedules and deal with 
MPA Tl prob 1 ems." 
"During this f i ve-year per iod ·the Center comp l eted 
one major r esearch project and began another . The 
Greater Columbus Ar ea ETV Project, a three- year 
endeavor jointly financed by the Ford Foundat ion, 
the Unive rsity, the State Department of Public 
Instruction and the Columbus Pub lic Schools , came 
to an e nd, effecti vely mak ing a transition in wh ich 
ETV at first considered experimen tal locall y , had 
become a standa rd teaching tool . The new project , 
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The Role and Func t ion of the New Educational Med ia 
~thePemanent Pi-oa r~ of t~Nat ional CuQ t~ 
Center, was financed .wi thNDEA funds under a 
subcontract with th e Nat ion al Cultural Cen1t,e r. Its 
purpose: to determine the type and kind of electronic 
facilities and th e ir fun ctions in this new \./ashington, 
D. C. 11 deve l opment. 11 
11 Center personne l were represented in va rioius other 
state, riational and i nte rnat iona l proj ects J ncluding: 
MPATI; the three-year ETV disseminiation program of 
the North Central Association of Colleges an d Seconda ry 
Schools; the fir st in te rnationa l conference on 
Instructional Broadcasting, a 64-nation school 
broadcast conference in Rome; t he Advisory Committee 
on the New Media under NDEA Title VI I, U.S. Office 
c! Ee· ca! ior.; the ~oarrs cf t~e Nat i0nal E uc~t inn~l 
Television and Radio Center , the Nat ional Association 
of Educational Broadcasters , the Great Plai ~s 
Instructional Telev i s ion Library, the Ohio Council 
on Educational Te l evision, the Ohio Interi m ETV Study 
Commission and the Ohio ETV Network Comm is si on. 11 
1959 - A series of six half-hour programs ent itled, 11 Essentials of Freedom1 1 
produced for National Educati ona l Television r eceived a George 
Washington honor medal a1,1a rd from the Freedom Foundation at Valley 
Forge in February . The meda l was awa rded for the program on 
"Freedom of Commun ica t io n'1, and was cited as " An outstanding 
achievement in hel p ing to br ing about a better understanding of 
the American way of 1 ife . 11 The program partici pants included 
political scientist, Russel Kirk, of Post Coll ege , New York, and 
Mary Bingham, editor of the Loui svi lle Couri er Jou rnal . Dave 
Ayres, manager of programs and product ions for WOSU-TV, produced 
the series wh ich was f il med at Kenyon College by the Ohio Sta te 
University Depa rtment of Pho tography . 
Director Richard Hull was made Vice Chairman of the Governor's 
Interi m Educational Tel evision Stu dy Comm ission in 1959. 
That same year, WOSU-TV was designated as one of the three Ohio 
educationa l television stat ions to rece ive the fi rst video tape 
recorde rs granted to such stations by the Nationa l Educational 
Television Cente r. 
The WOSU staff cooperated \·iith the College of D•r<.ntistry in the 
design, purchase and installation of a CCTV sys~em for the 
College of Dentistry, 1959. 
A committee appointed by President Fawcett begarn the planning for 
the Center for TomorrO\v. The corcmittee consisted of Richard Hull, 
Edgar Dale, Nelson Riddle and Robert Nordstrom .. 
1960 - In 1960 Ohlo State Unlverslty became one of several resource centers 
1961 for the Midwest Program on Airborne Television 1nstruction. 
William Ewing, Associate Director, served as M~ATI coordlnator for 
22 counties in the central and west central Ohto area. 
Also in 1960 President Fav:cett indicated a 11des.iire to strengthen 
all facets of telecommunications on this campus and to provide for 
an intelligent and orderly system of coordinati~n of the vast array 
of developments that are taking place." He also indicated that he 
wished to 11put the elements of this operation together in the form 
of a telecommunications center working cooperat1vely with the 
various agencies that are involved in some aspe,ct of this work. 11 
Since 1961, the Center has become involved in ci~nsultation, design 
and installation of television systems in the University, including 
installations in the Dental Cl lnic, the Universlty Hospital, the 
Disaster Research Center, the Department of Chemistry, and others. 
The !:~:--:tcr staff r..::::: =~=-:-::.:!!~.::!;..;~on ir.cre!a~rri,s;!y fer ~jv;cc a.·,~ 
assistance by off-campus groups such as the Ohfo ETV Network 
Commission, the United States Office of Edu cat ion and the NDEA 
Title Seven Advisory Committee, the National Association of tducatlon~l 
Broadcasters, the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary 
Schools, the National Cultural Center (now Kennedy Cultural 
Center), the Southern Region Educational Board -0nd many others. The 
Center's media grouping concept under the label "Telecommunications 
Center" was used as an organizational model in a number of other 
institutions. 
1962 - One of the most important developments in school television was 
the organization of Center Ohio Educational Television 
Foundation, Inc., in April, 1962, to work closely with WOSU-TV. 
Dr. William Ewing served as executiv~ secretary for this 
organization for several years. 
1968 - The following section is taken from the Annual Report by Director 
}969 Richard B. Hull, for the year 1968-1969, and covers more recent 
developments of the Telecommunications Center: 
• 
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COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES 
The Telecommunications Center, through its three broadcast outlets, provides 
special programming services to a variety of audiences wlthin the coverage 
areas served. WOSU, reaching out to two-thirds of Ohio, may be considered a 
11state 11 or "regional" station with rural and small community responsibilities. 
WOSU-FM and WOSU-TV, each serving an area 35-40 miles in radius with present 
power and antenna capability, are basically "metropolitan area" stations 
although school systems using special receptor gear receive the TV signal 
at greater distances. 
Each station, in effect, has different characteristics and a different 
audience, and efforts have been made this year, especially in WOSU and 
WOSU-FM, to more sharply delineate these audiences. WOSU-FM, for example, 
will devote most of its time to the classic music listener and the art 
patron. WOSU will emphasize news, public affairs, specialized information, 
and a less esoteric type of music offering. 
Television Broadcasting 
WOSU-TV, as the minority audience television station in Columbus, caters 
to the mature adult and the out-of-school child during afternoons and 
evenings. Daytime periods are devoted to contract production and program 
display for instructional use in Central Ohio parochial and public school 
classrooms, and to further gearing up as the video tape recording and 
switching center for the network under development by the Ohio Educational 
Television Network Commission. 
WOSU-TV was instrumental this year in amending the charter of the Central 
Ohio ETV Foundation after approval of the instructional television State 
Department of Education subsidy in S.350. The revised charter put the 
Central Ohio ITV services on a "pay as you go" basis and for the first time 
provided nearly adequate funding for \.JOSU-TV school contract services. The 
development also made \.JOSU-TV a 11 regional network headquarters" for in-school 
services to ETV stations in Athens and Newark. 
WOSU-TV is affiliated with several national and regiona1 program sources: 
National Educational Television (NET), Educational Television Stations 
(NAEB-ETS), and Central Educational Television {CEN). These embryo networks, 
providing programs on video tape and occasionally by interconnection, 
provided special programming of all kinds ranging from Shakesperian drama 
to the experimental Pub] ic Broadcast Laboratory. The Chicago based CEN 
in part is an effort to counter what some regard as an East Coast ETV 
program control monopoly in Boston, Ne-.1 York and Washington, D.C. 
WOSU-TV locally produced programs including a documentary for Ohio Bell 
Telephone Company, a Margaret Mead lecture from Battelle Memorial Institute, 
110SU Law Forum," "Portrait ln, 11 1\/ho is an Orchestra, 11 funded by the ETS 
through the National Endo\'Jr.ient for the Arts, 11Mental Health in the Classroom11 
: • . I 
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commiss ioned by the Franklin County Schools, 11An Invitation to Modern Dance11 
produced in cooperation with the Department of Phys ical Educati on, a speci a l 
interview with Gunnar Myrdal by Jou rna lism's Loya l Gould, 11Urban Beat 11 an 
experimental series directed at the inner city, the llsedore Edse German 
series. The latter, along wi th variou s programs from t he School of Music, 
are nationally syndicated. 
F & R Laza r us , the Chamber of Commerce , the Citizen Jou rnal and the area 
ski resorts ass i sted in making speci a l programming ava i lable by underwriting 
the cost of program acquisition. On the day of the Mart in Luther King 
funeral, WOSU and WOSU-TV secured permission to ca rry t he CBS network feed 
all day supplementing this with special materials from NET and o the r sources. 
Several of the programs 1 is ted above and their producer s were nominated for 
11 Emmy Awards 11 by the Columbus Chapte r of the National Academy of Television 
Arts and Science, with 11 Portrait ln--The Music of Al W'a slon'' produced by 
Gene Weiss named as a winner . 11An Invitation to Modern Dance" received the 
Broadcast Media Award at the San Francisco Broadcast Industry Conference. 
"OSU Law Forum11 received the Ohio Bar Assoc ia tion Awar·d , and Clay Lowe , its 
producer, received the annual scholarship award from t h e Columbus NATAS 
chapter. 
Mervin Durea and Greg Bowler who supervise this program-production activity 
hope, through more communi ty support , to fund additiona l local programming. 
General manager Frank Sabah and Durea have begun detai l ing plans for a long 
rarge cnw~un =ty s~pp0rt pr0gram for WOSU -TV. 
Radio Broadcasting and Recording 
With the advent of WOSU and WOSU -FM spl it prograrrrn ing, the staff began 
efforts to extend and improve programm ing and program quality in both 
services. While WOSU is now cons trued to serve a larger and more general 
audience (with emphasis on news, public affairs, community and regional 
issues, specialized services in agriculture and home economics) than 
WOSU-FM (extended periods of classica l musi c and cultural affairs programming) 
it has improved its musical offerings as we ll. 
Major additions ta the music schedules of both stations include the BBC Music 
Showcase , the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, 
the Bc~ton Pops Orchestra, the Metropol itan Opera, and the Great Symphony 
Series (American, National, Pittsburgh). Battelle Memoria l Institute, O.M. 
Scott & Sons, Discount Records and the Texaco Company have underwritten mos t 
of this scheduled six-day sequence . Programs are broadcast on WOSU during 
the day and rebroadcast on WOSU-FM at night, thus reaching the daytime 
women's audi ence and a nighttime family audience. 
High cost and low qual it/ of Nat iona l Educational Radio Network (NERN) 
syndicated programs made necess a ry a drastic reduction in the alTX)unt of 
mate rials WOSU 1vould use from this source. In the resultant search for 
new materials, many sources of bet te r and less expensive programm ing were 
found, including more prepackaged mus ic programs. Use of the prepackaged 
. • .· l 
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programs together with the r eb,·oadcast of selected el ement s from the day 
ti me schedule pe rmitted broadcast directly from the t ransm itter during the 
evening, thus e l iminatlng the need for an announcer dur ing t he evening. 
A total reclassificati on and re- i ndex ing of folk, jazz an d spoken word 
recordings got under way . Work on transferr i ng al l mu sic titles to an 
IBM record con tinues . Object ive: to use data processi n<g in program 
organiza t ion and in basic printouts for program listing. bulletins and 
logs. 
Syndication of WOSU programm ing continues to be an impor tant activity, 
with dis tribut ion to both educat ional and commerical stat ions . 11 ln the 
Bookstall" is sent to t en stations , the ''OSU Forum" to 26 stations and 
Voice of Amer ica, and the Oh io School of the Air history sequence (produced 
in cooperation with the Ohio Hi stor ica l Socie t y) t o 20 s t at ions. WOSU 
also coor d inates a foot bal l network of 21 stations for the Athletic 
Department. 
The Reco r ding Studio, res ponsibl e for duplicating and dH stributing the 
programs noted above, a 1 so re corded the Ewing ser ies, 111 Amang the Scots" 
·and "Burns' Port r a i t" for the National Educational Rad io Ne twork , as we ll 
as sequences for the nationally synd icated "Talking Books . 11 In addition , 
recording serv ices we re performed for the Agr icul tu ra l Extens ion Service, 
the School of Music, and the Listening Cente r along 1,Jiti1 many other campus 
departments as has already been noted in the Campus Acti vities section • 
• 
11::: :::r: ; t!':::: c::::::t:men t2 r i es p '.''.:>duced \·1e '.'':' 11 .1\n-3 tomy of a pr"'..c: c; , 1 r-e C: rour , 11 
tracing lhe development of the We l fare Rights Organizat1on in Ohio over 
a nine month period . Many artists were interviewed on t he stations . 
Among them: Igor Stravinsky, Jerome Hines, Maria Von Trapp and Van 
Cliburn. Lazarus has agreed to allow guest authors ti me to visit the 
station for recorded inte rviel'1s . Spurred by a request f ,rom Batte] le, 
a series of Toastmaster Club programs we r e inaugurated t o improve speech 
skills. The new seri es will also include other partici pa ting groups such 
as Jeffrey Manufacturing Company emp loyees , etc. 
There were increased efforts t o add new participants to the public service 
programs. Additions such as the Suicide Prevention Serv ice and the Ohio 
Commit tee on Crime and Delinquency made the prng,·ams more rounded. Further, 
attempt s were made to t ransl ate extreme ly technical materials into layman 's 
terms . Acco rd ingly, in terv iev.Js were held wi t h researche rs in the fields 
of cystic fibrosis, multi ple sch l erosi s and other s that wou ld not normally 
have been covered . Rebroadcast of ten prev iou s ly produced ninety-minu te 
seminars on Psychiatry and Rel igion also added to the special programm ing. 
A new pol icy was established l'~ereby, when feasible, WOS U worked with local 
organ izations in coordiating r ad io and television public relations 
campa i gns. For examp l e , all ra d io and TV pub l icity for Na tional Bus iness 
Women's \,/eek and for the Franki i n County Chapter of the Ameri can Red Cross 
was handled th rough WOSU. 
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The news and public affairs department continued efforts to raise nev:scast 
quality. Number of taped on-the-spot interviews and descriptions of meetings, 
people and events was increased. Quality of voicing by air personnel 
improved, and arrangements with the School of Journal ism for the airing of 
campus news shmvs by s tu den ts continued. Qua 1 i ty of student performance 
has been gratifying. During this period, the department also began extensive 
research on the possibility of a statewide interconnected educational news 
network. A meeting of 15 of the 24 Ohio educational radio stations was 
held in March, 1968, and a committee was formed to make plans for forming 
such a network. 
WOSU was chosen as the Central Ohio outlet for the program 11 Night Call 11 
which originated in New York City. Prime purpose is to provide an outlet 
for racial tensions by airing each week night a one-hour program of 
discussion by nationally recognized authorities on inner city problems. 
Listeners participate by cal I ing the New York station 11col lect 11 to 
present their questions. Originally planned for three months only, the 
nationwide response has been so great that it will be continued as long as 
the National Council of Churches and the National Catholic Office of 
Radio-TV can provide financing. 
This noteworthy effort to generally upgrade all areas of programming has 
been a team effort by the staff of the radio station led by Steis, General 
Manager; Warnock, Program Director; Davis in News; Rousculp in Music and 
Haynes in Continuity. 
In addition to WOSU-TV awards from the Ohio Bar Association, the Broadcast 
Industry Association, the National Academy of Television Arts & Science, 
there were citations from the Dispatch Charities, the Muscular Dystrophy 
Association, and similar public service groups. Josephine Faller, after 
conferring with staffer Katherine Kienzle, gave $1,000 of the proceeds from 
her antique auction for TV development. WOSU-TV also received a $4,000 
production grant from the Educational Television Stations Division of the 
National Association of Educational Broadcasters, a $9.000 production grant 
from Franklin County Schools, and a $45,000 production grant from the 
Central Ohio Educational Television Foundation, Inc. 
WOSU and WOSU-FM received citations from the March of Dimes, the Heart 
Association, the National Wild! ife Federztion, the Dispatch Charities, the 
College of Medicine, and the Frankl in County Society for Crippled Children. 
In addition to the Texaco Company funding for the Metropolitan Opera, the 
stations received grants of $2720 from Battelle MemorjaJ Institute, $885 
from Discount Records, and $2,500 from 0. M. Scott & Sons for musical 
programming. 
Visitors 
The 1 ist of special vistors to the TelecQ~munications Center included 
John McElroy, Assistant to the Governor, and 34 state officials to screen 
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a documentary program on inner city problems; Wayne Carle, Assistant 
Superintendent of Public Instruction who brought 25 curriculum supervisors 
for an AVI-ITV orientation; faculty representatives seeking information on 
ITV and radio techniques from Pennsylvania State University, Indiana 
University, Purdue University, Ohio University, Denison University, 
Heidelberg University, Central State University, University of Toledo, 
Mercy College, Cleveland State University, Lorain Community College, 
University of Missouri, California Stute College (Los Angeles), California 
State College (San Diego), the University of Wichita, Wayne State University; 
industry representatives (other than sales personnel) from Sylvania 
Electronic Products, General Electric, Radio Corporation of America, Visual 
Electronics, General Precision Laboratory, Ampex Corporation, RTV International, 
World Bo6k Encyclopedia, Ohio Bell Telephone; foreign visitors include both 
educational and commercial representatives of government and business from 
Finland, Great Britain and Japan. 
SPECIAL CONTINUING PROJECTS 
Educational Broadcasting Review 
The Educational Broadcasting Reviev1, formerly published as the NAEB Journal 
at the University of 11 linois~the official organ of the National 
Association of Educational Broadcasters. In 1966 the NAES determined that 
the~~ dtd not now meet new association requirements for a puD11ca1:ion 
which would serve scholars and professional practitioners in educational 
broadcasting. 
Following a competition in which universities were invited to submit 
proposals, the Ohio State University was selected as the institution under 
whose auspices the new Review would be developed, Under a three-year 
agreement through the Telecommunications Center, OSU agreed to commit up 
to $5,000 per year to improve the publication, to develop a new format, to 
select the editorial staff and to provide housing and secretarial assistance. 
NAEB would provide $10,000 per year for editorial personnel and underwrite 
the basic printing co~ts for a circulation of 3,500 copies. 
Transfer of the Journal took place December, 1966, with James Lynch, 
Department of Speech, serving as interim editor until an ad hoc editorial 
board representing Education, Journalism, Speech and Telecommunications 
could select a permanent editor and establish the format for the new 
Review. Allen E. Koenig, who began to work July, 1967, was named as the 
permanent editor on a two-thirds appointment to the Telecommunications 
Center and a one-third academic appointment to the Department of Speech. 
Campbell Titchener became assistant editor. 
NAEB President William Harley then named a permanent EBR editorial board as 
fol lows: 
Richard B. Hull, OSU Telecom~iUnications Center, Chairman 
C.R. Carpenter, Research Professor, Pennsylvania State University 
Marcus Cohn, Communications Attorney, Washington, D,C, 
Donley Feddersen, Director Radio & TV, Indiana University 
James Loper, V,P, and General t'c.:inager, KETC-TV, Los Angeles 
Oscar Reed, Jr., Consulting Engineer, Jansky & Bailey, Washington, D.~. 
Warren Seibert, Rese2rch Professor, Purdue University 
Jack Summerfield, Radio Consultant, NevJ York, N,Y, 
James Fellows, Director Research and Development, NAEB, Washington, D.C. 
The editorial board met in November, 1967 at the annual NAEB meeting in 
Denver to analyze the first issue of the new Review, (September, 1967), and 
to establish future editorial directio~s. The board met again in May at 
OSU and announced itself well pleased with progress of the publication and 
the OSU stewardship, a sentiment previously voiced by President Harley at 
the NAEB business session. 
Irving Harris, public member of the NAEB governing board, and Marcus Cohn 
promised to secure underwriting for a special issue of the RevievJ which 
would serve as a handbook for all broadcast media, commercial and educational, 
who must deal with revolutionary changes in contemporary society. Estimated 
special issue cost: $15,000. 
Koenig and Titchener deserve commendation for the skill and enterprise they 
have brought to bear on this new project. 
Institute for Education by Radio-TV (Ohio State Awards) 
oy i36G the di1riua, iEr\T ineeti1,9 e1ppeo,·eJ ~v he1ve ,·eachc.:.J c.r,J po::.seJ t:)c:: 
peak of its 30-year long national and international contribution to 
educational broadcasting. Attendance, which had begun to fall off, continued 
to decline each successive year thereafter. The National Association of 
Educational Broadcasters, for instance, once an IERT section meeting, now 
attracted registrants in the thousands to its own professional convention. 
The issues, the problems and the attendees had become too numerous and 
diverse to be dealt with adequately in the single "omnibus" gathering 
which had come to characterize the IERT. 
As a result, in 1967 the IERT advisory committee was dissolved after 
deciding the IERT annual meeting as such should be discontinued and 
recommended first, that future emphasis should be placed on a continuation 
and expansion of the Ohio State Aw2.rds, and second, on fostering from time 
to time small, self-financed group meetings on educational communications. 
In 1967-1968 the Telecommunications Center dir.ector who in recent years 
had served as IERT director, and Dean Cannon (now Teaching Aids Laboratory 
Manager) as associate director, revised the system of handling the Ohio 
State Awards and involved the WOSU-TV program director, Mervin Durea, and 
WOSU manager, William Steis, beth skilled in planning and producing public 
meetings. Thomas Warnock, then an IERT graduate assistant, now WOSU-AM-FM 
program director, coordinated the receipt and reshipment of radio and 
television program entries. 
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A new c a l e nda r yea r (Septembe r 1 to August 31) was es tab li shed to coi ncide 
with the national r ad io and t elevi s ion 11 season11 which beg ins in th e f all 
and ru ns through th e sp r ing. A permanent awards gran t i ng da t e was e s tablished 
for the month of Feb ruary begi nning in 1968 . Represen tat ives fr~~ th e 
variou s awards judging center s a round the country were called in to develop 
new standards and cl as sifications f or entri es . 
OSU awards are uni que among all national contests. The programs submitted 
are se l ected by the entrants, not nominated, and every program entry is 
screened by a panel of judges whose identity is never ma de public. Fees 
paid by entrants make the entire endeavor self-supporting. Winners value 
the awa rds suffici ently to purchas e full page displays in trade publications 
to announce the recognition. 
In 1968 commercial and educationa l radio and television stations and networks 
in the United States and Canada s ubmitted over 500 programs. A total of 39 
awards were given in a public ce remony on February 15, 1968, in the Neil 
House at Columbus, Ohio. 
1968 - Ground breaking ceremoni e s were held on Thursday, March 14, 1968 
for Ohio State University's $5,7000,000 Center f o r Tomorrow, a major 
conference and tel ecommunications facility. The Center is scheduled 
for completion during the University's centenni a l year, 1969-1970. 
The facility includes broadcasting studios for WOSU, WOSU-FM, and 
WOSU-TV, offices for the Uni versity's alumni association, development 
fund and division of alumn i record s , 14 conference rooms, a 500-seat 
a11di t ori urn e~11i pped f or t P]ev isi ori pr"e1rarn origl natiori '3nd c;i rn11lt~n"\ou, 
language translation, and dining facilities and of fices for the 
University's continuing education program. 
The original Center for Tomorrow planning report stated in part that 
(1) National Security ultimately rests more and more upon scientific, 
economic, political, soci a l and psychological dec i sions than upon 
military might; {2) since these decisions must be made by the whole 
society, formal education can no longer instruc t only those working 
toward a degree but must assume a variety of educational responsibilities 
for the entire community; (3) fulfillment of these objectives is 
possible only with an e f f ective electronics communications technology 
specifically designed for these purposes. 
In 1968, a new more comprehensive administrative grouping of media 
personnel and facilities was approved by the Boa r d of Trustees. This 
new complex of learning r e sources technology now embraces the Library, 
the Listening Center, {audio dial access), Photography, the Tele-
communications Center, Teaching Aids La boratory and was to determine 
appropriate instructional programming relations hi ps with the computer 
center as well. 
WOSU-TV has continued to provide consultative assistance, system 
design, main t enance or ope rational support (and sometimes all four) 
to various Unive rsity a gencies including the Col l ege of Veterinary 
Medicine, Unive rsity Coll ege, the Graduate School, the School of 
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Journalism, the Center for Vocational and Technical Education, the 
School of Fine Arts, the Electrical Engineering Laser Laboratory, 
High-Energy Physics, the School of Nursing, the College of Medicine, 
Medical Dietetics, Bio-Medicine and Psychiatry. Activity has 
ranged from a complete circuit design for Veterinary Medicine and 
University College branch campuses to evaluation of bids for bio-
medicine, and maintenance and operational assistance in the Behavioral 
Sciences Laboratory, to facility maintenance for the micro-wave 
interconnection to Wright Patterson Air Force Base. 
NOTE: A more detailed summary of developments in the use of television for 
instruction is found in the attached document entitled, "Ten Years 
of Instructional Television at Ohio State University.•• 
TEN YEARS OF INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION 
AT 
THE OHIO STATE UNI VERSITY 
Sept:embe r, 1968 
TEN YEARS OF 
INSTRUCT I ONA.L TELEV i S ! ON 
AT 
THE OH IO STATE UN IVERS ITY 
1957-58 to 1967-68 
"With full knowledge of· the difficulties involved, this university has 
been happy to s i eze this new opportunity to accept this cha 11 enge. It is 
our firm conviction that, with proper development, this new medium of 
education by electronics has possibi I itles almost beyond imagination." 
••• From talk by former Vice President Frederick Heimberger, The 
Ohio State University, in the initial broadcast of WOSU-TV, Channel 34, 
February 20, 1956. 
TELECOMMUN1CATiONS CENTER 
THE OFFICE OF iNSTRUCT10NAL TELEVISION 
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
19 Derby Hall, 154 North Oval Drive 
Colu~bus, Ohio 43210 
September, 1968 
SUMMP.RY OF DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH 1957-58 TO i 967-68 
This report is intended to provide general inforrnation on the growth 
and development of instructional television on The Ohio State University 
campus during the first ten year period, starting in the academlc year 
1957-58. It is primarily concerned with the closed circuit television 
distribution system, operating from the Derby Hall studios and \.JOSU-TV as 
a function of the Telecommunications Center. The Center staff has also 
been involved in the design and installation of several other closed 
circuit systems on campus and to some extent in the planning of new 
buildings which house closed circuit TV and other media. 
Dramatic increase of enrollment in courses taught by television, 
shown in the table on page 17, is an important indicator of growing 
interest and use but other factors may be even more significant. 
Faculty Involvement and Attitudes. 
During this period thirty-three members of the fa~ulty have taught 
at least one course by television. Beginning with a cautious, somewhat 
;:,:.,,cp~i~ai app1vdch un tl,e pari. uf a very few faculty members wi11ing 
to experiment with the medium, there developed a wider acceptance of 
television as a regular, integrated teaching-learning resource, a better 
understanding of the advantages and limitations of the medium. 
Starting with the use of open circuit television for remedial work 
in mathematics for incoming freshmen in the fall of 1958, interest and 
demand increased until it became necessary to install a multi-channel 
closed circuit system in the fall of 1962. Eighteen additional courses 
have been taught in part by television in the ensuing period with an 
approximate enrollment of 27,027 in the 1967-68 academic year. With few 
exceptions, after initial use in these courses, television has been 
continued with annual increments in use from year to year. An important 
by-product for some departments has been the stimulation for re-examination 
of course content and objectives, with televisJon serving as a catalyst. 
Another characteristic of the ten year period of development has 
been the wide variation in the patterns and purposes for use of television 
in different subject matter areas. In some instances television is used 
in large enrollment courses to help meet a shortage of well qualified 
teachers. Television has helped to extend the services of the best 
qualified staff, enabling the department to maintain a higher quality of 
instruction. The presentation of the basic lectures or lecture demonstrations 
by higher ranking faculty members, with classroom follrn~-up by instructors 
or departmental assistants, is the usual pattern. 
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In other subject matter areas television has been used because of 
its unique advantages for integra:1on of visual materials and other 
special resources and demonstrations into the lecture presentation. Such 
an objective has been justification for the use of TV for small enrollment 
courses. 
Patterns of use and re-use have also varied greatly in an effort 
to adapt to the interests and needs of different departments. Some depart-
ments have preferred to follow a carefully planned, fu11 scale production 
pattern, with a view to use of the recorded material over a period of 
several years with updating of single lessons or lesson parts within the 
teleseries as student response is assessed and the teaching is found wanting. 
Others have preferred to present lecture 1 ive or recorded with the intention 
of using for one term only. By re-recording the lectures each quarter, some 
TV teachers have felt that material could be more easily kept up to date 
and that adjustments could be made for daily feedback by classroom instructors 
and students. Presenting the lecture 1 ive, and simultaneously recording 
it for playback in other sections of the course during the day is the usual 
procedure for these courses. 
Interest is also increasing in advanced production and recording of 
shorter units of instruction or demonstratlon which have more permanent use 
and which can be incorporated into the regular TV lectures. The development 
of recorded materials for use in study carrels and the Listening Center 
~!~!ing systc~ !: else bcgi~nlng and 13 1 ikcly tc Increase. A mo;e ~6t~;:~J 
statement of use by several departments is to be found later in this report. 
Use of CCTV Facility for Other Purposes 
The closed circuit TV studio, located on the third floor of Derby 
Hall, has been used also for laboratory work of TV courses in the Department 
of Speech and the School of Journalism. Each year approximately 500 
students in these courses receive practical experience in all aspects of 
studio production. Other departments make occasional use of the studios 
and the cable system for special lectures or demonstrations for showing 
of film or video tape. 
Student Reaction 
Following the initial reactions to television as an innovation, 
student attitudes appear to be no different than for regular instruction. 
Students complain about dull or disorganized instruction whether it be 
by television or othervdse. An occasional student will rationalize his 
own shortcomings and finds television to be a convenient scapegoat. Surveys, 
however, have clearly revealed that qual 1ty teaching and effective use of 
the medium will generally produce favorable attitudes as well as positive 
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learning results. Recent questionnaires answered by students in a biology 
survey course taught by televislon showed a wajority of students giving 
their approval of the TV method with approximately 20 per cent preferring 
the TV lecture. Significant also was the fact that approximately 90 per cent 
of the stude~ts felt that the lectures were Improved considerably through 
effective integration af v!suals into the lecture by te;evision. !t can 
probably be assu~ed in this and similar surveys that many students who 
disapprove of tel~vision think of the alternative as becir,g a small class 
with a well qual if led a~d experienced teacher, which, of course, may not 
be possible, 
It should also be pointed out that although approx1mately three-fourths 
of the students enrol led at the university in any given year receive some 
instruction by television, the number of courses taught by television 
represents considerably less than one per cent of the total university 
curriculum. This means that at present for any individual student only 
a small proportion of his total courses required for grzduation are taught 
by television. This fact and the standard procedure of follow-up of TV 
lectures by instructors in the classroom or laboratory should be sufficient 
to allay any fears about over-mechanization of instruction on campus. 
Technical Improvements: A Factor in Acceptance 
Ai) i111p·.Jrl<::1nl: Fc1d.ui in dCCeptance of teievision instruction oy 6oth 
faculty and students has been the continued improvement in the quality and 
reliability cf the technical service. Early difficulties involving loss 
of signal and poor picture quality have been largely overcome through 
installatio~ and maintenance of high quality equipment and by the employment 
of well qu~lified technical personnel. 
Research and Evaluation 
Several research projects in ITV have been conducted during the ten 
year period under consideration. in addition to these ~ajor projects, informal 
evaluation has been carried out regularly by most departments using television 
at the university. 
The most extensive research effort was the Greater Columbus Area 
ETV Project, conducted for a three-year period, 1959-62. The project was 
made possible through grants from the Fund for the Advancement of Education 
of the Ford F0undatlon, with matching grants from the Columbus Board of 
Education, the State Depa,tmen~ of Public lnstructior., and The Ohio State 
University. Richard !:3. Hull, Director of the OSU Telecomrnunications Center, 
was project director, and William H. Ewing, Associate Director of the Center, 
was coordinator. Other m~mbers of the staff participated in various ways. 
Major contributlons to the research design and administration of the testing 
program were made by Hers~el Nisonger, Emeritus, director, Dr. Egon Guba, 
director, and Dr. Catheri~1e Will lams, of the Bureau of [cucational Research 
and Service. More than 5,000 students in sixteen county high school systems 
in five counties, six junior high and five senior high schools in Columbus, 
two departments of the university, and three of the university off-campus 
centers participated in the experiment involving some five subjects during 
the 1958-59 school year. Thirteen county district high schools in 
Delaware, Frankl in, Licking, Madison, and Union counties cooperated by 
using the Encyclopedia Britannica film series, 11Chemistry for Today, 11 
as televised by WOSU-TV. Twenty-seven other schools cooperated as control 
groups. A total of 763 students were involved in this experiment. 
The Bureau of Educational Research and Service also conducted tests with 
large classes in health science in six junior high schools, English for tenth 
graders in five schools, and remedial math and health education at the 
university level. Approximately 4,000 students took part in the experiment. 
Other related research studies at OSU include: 
1) 11An Eye Movement Study of Children Viewing Television," 
conducted by Dr. Egon Guba and Dr. Willavene ~olfe of the 
Bureau of Educational Research and Service. Technical 
assistance was provided by Harold Gorsuch, Technical 
Supervisor of WOSU-TV as the project began. 
2) "Instructional TV and the Classroom Teacher," conducted 
by Dr. Egon Guba, Director of the Bureau of Educational 
Research and Service, and Clinton Snyder, Director of this 
special research project for the Midwest Program on 
Airbourne Television Instruction. 
3) "Evaluation of Classroom Util ization, 11 conducted by Margaret 
Tyler, Telecommunications Center, and assisted by Dianna 
Zimmer, graduate student. 
4) "Teaching Problem Solving to College Freshmen in Health 
Education with Television, 11 a Ph.D. study by Or. Robert 
Kaplan, Department of Physical Education, The Ohio State University. 
5) 11The Effect of an Instructor's Presence or Absence in 
Psychology lnstruction, 11 a study by Professor Delos Wickens, 
Department of Psychology, The Ohio State University. 
6) 11The Relative Effectiveness of Face-to-Face Lecture Versus 
Instructional Television in a College Clothing Course, 11 a 
Ph.D. dissertation by Dr. Esther Meacham, School of Home Economics, 
The Ohio State University. 
7) "Innovation Research and Tr.eory, 11 a Ph.D. dissertation by Harbans 
Singh Bhola, of India, Ph.D. candidate in the College of 
Education. Mr. Bhola was associated with tbe steff nf 
Instructional TV during two quarters of his study. 
Other related but minor research and survey projects, M.A. theses, and 
informal evaluation studies have been conducted during the ten year 
period. Increasing research activity is anticipated fcir the future. 
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Center staff me~bers h~ve also been acc1ve in state, regional 
and national developments in this field through plannjng and participation 
in conferences, workshops, surveys in research. !!1 1960-61 Dr. Evdr,g 
served as regional consultant in the national 11 Study of the Use of 
In-School Telecast Materials Leading to Reco,rnendations As to Their 
Distribution and Exchcinges. 11 This wes a Ttlle. V!: U.S. Office of Education 
project. An importa11t outsrowth of this study v,as the establ lshrnent of 
national exchange I ibraries, Great Plains Instructional Television Library 
at Lincoln, Nebraska, and the Center for School and Co11ege Television at 
Bloomington, Indiana, which include the annual conference on ITV. 
ITV Staff Cooperatio:. with Jl.cade'.,,:c Departments 
A general objective of tr.e ITV Office r.i3s been to assist in the 
instructional program of the university in whatever ways possible. !n 
addition to the planning and production of TV courses, members of the 
ITV staff have been involved frequently in presenting 1e.ct:ures, demonstra-
tions, participating in se~inars, wotkshops, and in assisting with special 
problem credit courses and re,search, Each year arrangements are made 
for a I imited number of gr2duate or 1..a1dergradu~te stude:-1ts to work closely 
with the 11V staff to gain pract!cal Ex.perie:1ce or to study some phase 
of television and its relatlon to university 3nd school instruction. On 
several occasions the staff has cooperated wit~ the College of Education 
in prnviding field expcrionccs for :psech m~jors and ot~ers with i~t0rc~t 
in the production and use of TV for instruction. The producer~directors 
have regularly assisted student groups in class projects. Other graduate 
and undergraduate students receive practical experience through regular 
part time employment as production assistants at a regularly hourly wage 
with supervision by ful I time professlona! staff. 
lnternatio~al Activities of the Center 
The Telecommunications Center has cooperated fully with the United 
States State Oepartme,nt ~nd other government agencies in arranging visits 
by foreign visitors for observation and study in the ITV operation. Such 
vis its range from a few hours to several weeks and are usually intended 
to provide orientation and better understanding of the uses of television 
for direct instruction, During the period 1965-68, for example, such 
visits were arranged for representatives of the following countries: 
Argentina, Brazil, England, Scotland, Finland, Japan, Sweden. During the 
1966-67 academic year 13 for~ign vl5ltors spent a total of 67-1/2 days 
in observation and study with the ITV staff. 
Several members of the Center staff h3ve also participated in 
the international development of educational TV thro,u5,h travel, study, 
participating in international confe. .. e:nces or on assi9"ment by the State 
Department, 
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Richard B. Hull 1,,as a member of the U.S. National Commission for 
UNESCO (1952-57). He was also Un ted States representative to the 
international television progra~m ng confe~ences (1952, 1956) , and Nat ional 
Association of Educat ional araadcasters' representative to the first and 
second In te rnational School Broadcasting Conferences in Rome (1961), 
and Tokyo (1966). 
William H. Ewing, Associate Director of the Center, spent some 
time in the study of school broadcasts ir. EGgland, France, and Italy in 
the summer of 1962, and was on a Fulbright assignment at Glasgow 
University, Glasgow, Scotland, during the academic yea . 1965-66. 
William Steis, Ge neral Manage r of WOSU Radio, was for several weeks 
involved in the study of Italian school broadcast ing i n the suwner of 
·1966. 
Margaret Tyler, Director of The Ohio Sc hool of t he Air, s~rved 
as consul tant to the Egyptian government fo r seve ral months in 1962-63 
and again for a longer period in 1964-65. 
Sel f-Contained CCT\f Syste~s o~ Ce~pus 
Concurrent with the development of the carnpus wide CCTV service 
dc~cr:::.~d :.bcvE- :-. .::.s bt:.cn the. trer,J tvhard e5tablls:·1ii1e1,t of sE.lf - co;-.~~:d;-,e.d 
units in various departments and f or a wide range of pucposes. Such 
systems vary from a single came ra mon itor urii t to a comp lete distribution 
system within a single building, such as De.n t istry. The obvious 
advantages of such units include direct control of ope rat ions by the 
using departments and free.darn to schedule se rvice as needed. The design 
for many of these installations has been prepared by t he engineer ing 
staff of the Center and in some ins tances engineers have supervised 
installation and maintenance. All new requests for CC1'V systems are 
reviewed by the Center staff. 
Amplification, demonstration, observatio~, eva lua t ion, and wide 
ranging res earch activity are some of the 6Stabl ished uses for these 
systems. Other departments are now in the exp lo ratory stQge to determine 
what, if any, specific applications of CCTV can be made to their subject 
matter fields. 
Se rvice t o Centra l Ohio Schools 
Although this report is prb1arily conce :·ned with deve loprnent of 
television at the un iversity level , a comparab l e growth of interest and 
participation can be noted at the school level. Service to schools in the 
Central Ohio area has been provided through t he faci l ities of \./OSU-TV , 
Channel 34, since the in i ti al broadcast of a driver education training 
television course in 1957. Starting with an enrollrnent of 329 in this course, 
student participation has inc reased t o more than 200,00Q in the 1967-68 
school yea r . 
Listed below are the school offerings scheduled on WOSU-T\J in 
the spring of 1968. The MPATI programs and others from outside are 
identified. All others are produced locally for COETV. 
Exploring with Science (Grade 5) MPATI 
All About You (Primary) MPATI 
Singing, Listening, Doing (Grades 1-3) MPATI 
Investigating the World of Science (Junior High) MPATI 
Frankl in to Frost (Senior High) MPATI 
Listen and Say (Grades 1-2) MPATI 
Nature of Matter (Junior High) MPATI 
Science Corner I (Grade 3) MPATI 
Science Corner I I (Grade 4) MPATI 
Learning Our Language (Grades 3-4) MPATI 
The Adventure of Science (Grade 6) MPATI 
Scienceland (Grades l-2) MPATI 
Places in the News (Senior High) MPATI 
Art 1 Physical Education 1 
Art 2 Physical Education 2 
Art 3 Physical Education 3 
Art 4 Physical Education 4 
Art 5 Physical Education 5-6 
Art 6 Sc'ence I 
Geography 4 Sc ence 2 
Geoqraphv 5 Sc ence 3 
Geography 7 Sc ence 4 
Music 4 Sc ence 5 
Music 5 Sc ence 6 
Music 6 Sc ence 7 
Reading 4-5-6 
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One of the most important developments in school television during 
this period was the organization of the Central Ohio Educational Television 
Foundation, Inc. in April of 1962, to facilitate cooperation of the 
Central ·ohio area schools in the develop~ent and financing of an instruc-
tional TV service. COETV was reorganized and its constitution revised 
in the spring of 1968. This action was taken not only for the purpose 
of updating and strengthening the organization but to conform to the 
new state requirements which would make it eligible for state appropriations. 
COETV received such an appropriation in the amount of approximately $58,000 
in the early part of 1968 with an increase available for 1968-69. Member 
schools were required to provide a matching fund of $.50 per pupil. 
One important outgrowth of the ITV activity in Central Ohio 
has been the beginning of a network with WOSU-TV serving as a center for 
on-the-air distribution of school programs to the educational 
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stations at Newark, Athens, and th rough the dis tr ibut ion of video t apes 
to the Bow li ng Green Uni ve rs i t y s t a ti on. The service is extended still 
fur ther through several comm unity ante nna and cabl e S'{Stems including 
Chil licothe , Coschocton, and ot her loca:.i oris. 
The state appropriation a lso provided funds for t he acqu isition 
of outside program resources. This e nabl ed COETV t o acquire a considerable 
numbe r of taped school series from MPAT I f or rebroadcas ting on Ohi o ET\/ 
stati ons starting in t he spring of 1968 . 
Prospects for continued growth of COETV are excet1ent. 
Workshops , Confe rences and inst !t wtes 
The Telecommun ications Center ha s been active in it s first decade 
of ITV in helpi ng to meet the problem of an administra,t or- teacher orientation 
and in -serv ice educat ion in this field. Some of the cooperative work-
shops and conferences were planned and conducted by t~e Cen ter s t aff 
whil e others were under the sponsorship of the Co 11ege of Education and 
other agenc ies. The ITV s taff also as s isted in plann i: ng and participated 
in numerous local workshops during th ls peri od , inclu~ Jng thqse held 
in the following locations: Chillicothe , Circleville, Mari on, Bucyrus, 
Mansfi eld , Whitehall, Cambridge , Spr i ngfield , Newa~k, and St. Mary of the 
Springs College . The university sponsored workshops a ~e 1 is t ed below 
along wit h other key development s of the ten year period . 
November, 1954 
February. 1956 
October, 1957 
March, 1958 
October, 1959 
Awa rd ing of con tracts for const ruction 
of t he Ohio Stat€ Universi t y 1V stat ion , 
studios, and towser, by the Board of 
Trustees. 
In i tia l telecast of WOSU -TV, Channe l 3L1, 
fea t uri ng the OSU Symphoni c Choir and 
a ta lk by Vice Pres. Frederick Heimbe rger. 
WOSU-TV embarked on its first 
instructional 1V effort with a course 
in Dri ver Educat i on for the Columbus 
Pub l i c School s. 
Remedial mathemat ics, the first 
unive rsity TV course , t aught by Professor 
Les 1 i e Mi J 1 er. 
Begin ning of the Greater Columbus 
Area E1V Proj ec t ., a three year cooperative 
res earch v'=ntu:-e under a grant from 
the Fund f o r Advancement of Educat ion 
of the Ford Found2tion and match ing 
grants from the Co !umbus Public Schools, 
August, 1959 
July, 1960 
August, 1960 
November, 1960 
January, 1961 
June, 1961 
September, 1961 
October, 1961 
Apri 1, 1962 
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the Ohio De;:i.:~rtment of Public 
Instruction, and two agencies of 
The Ohio State University, the 
Bureau of Educational Research 
and Service, and \./OS U-1V. 
Columbus Area Educational TV 
Workshop for schools participating 
in the research project described 
above. 
Ohio State University becomes a 
resource center for the Midwest 
Program on Airbourne 7elevision 
Instruction with Telecommunications 
Center becoming headquarters for 
service to 28 Central Ohio counties. 
Instructional Television Workshop 
for teachers in the Columbus Public 
Schools. 
North Central Association, Office 
of Education pilot conference on the 
uses of television in education. 
"Educational Te1evision in the 
School Program/' a conference for 
school administrators. 
Instructional 1V Workshop for 
teachers, administrators, and PTA 
representatives participating in 
the instructional TV service of 
WOSU-TV and MPAT I. 
Concurrent with the above workshop, 
a conference on modern educational 
media to acquaint leaders of business, 
civic affairs, education, government, 
industry, labor and religion with 
new developments in educational 
technology. 
TV teachers' workshop 
Start of CC1V Operation from Derby 
Stud lo 
Twelfth annual Principal-Freshman 
Conference, 11 Educat i ona 1 TV on the 
University Campus." 
Apri 1, 1962 
June-July, 1962 
July, 1962 
February, 1963 
June, 1963 
July, 1963 
June, 1965 
October,-_ 1997 
March, 1968 
Apr i 1, 1968 
l O 
Central Ohio Educational Television 
Foundation, Inc. established to 
facilitate a cooperation of Central 
Ohio schools in the development 
of educational television. 
Conference on modern educat i ona 1 
media, ''Cross Media A.pproach to 
Learning," for teachers, supervisors, 
and administrators. Students 
registered in the summer session 
for the three week's workshop 
received four hours credit. 
Office of Instructional Radio-
Television established with office 
in Room 19, Derby Hall. 
School Supervisor's Conference 
on Educational Television held at 
Homedale School in Worthington, Ohio 
Instructional Television Workshop 
held at Dublin High School and 
Worthington Junior High School for 
participants in the MPAli and OSU 
Instructional TV Service. The 
last two days were concurrent 
with sessions on ITV at the 
Institute for Education by Radio 
Television. 
Foreign language workshop for 
teachers using or interested in 
using the TV series, "Parlons 
Francais," for elementary grades. 
NDEA Institute for Media Specialists 
with approximately ten days devoted 
to instructional television. 
Newark Public Schools ITV 
Workshop 
Groundbreaking ceremonies for Ohio 
State Unlversity's Center for Tomorrow, 
a major Telecommunications' facility 
Telecommunications Center becomes 
part of Learning Resources Center of 
the university •. 
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In add i tion to the confe rences 1 is t ed above, the annua l Inst i tute 
for Educa tion by Radi o-Tel evi sion s ponso red by Oh io State Un ivers i t y, 
devoted many of its sess ions t o t he prob l ems of production and uti l i za tion 
of instructiona l TV programs . Associa ted with the Institute was the 
exhibition of educa t ional TV programs, includ ing aw~rd competition in 
systematic instruction by televi s ion. 
Description of Present (1968) Closed Circu i~ 1\1 Facility 
The principal production ce nter for the inst ructio r.a l divis ion 
is a 30 by 40 ft. converted clas s room located on t he t ~ird floor of 
D~rby Hall, adjacent to the universi t y admin istrat ion bui lding. Th~ 
Derby studio is equipped with th ree Genera l El ectr ic B G W vidicon 
cameras: two, turret lens PE-23's on Houston-Fea rl ess counter-bala nced 
dollies, the other a fixed posi ti on viewfinder les s TE-9 with zoom lens. 
A standard set comprised of magnetic display boards, a rear 
projection screen, and a "Write -A-Mile," is used for most instruction. 
Acoustical treatment, spot 1 ighting, and ai r condit io~ ing contribute 
to a more functional TV teaching environment . St uden~ employees, ma ny 
of them broadcastir.g-communication majors, ope rate equ ipment in the 
studio. 
The adjoining control room houses the assoc iated electronics. A 
fourth camera (Sarkes Tarzian VCF-38) is located in the r.ontrol room 
as part of the film chain from wh ich 35 mm t r~nspari encies a nd 16 mm 
motion pictures are projected in t o the TV sys tem. Two professiona l 
electronics special ists--a Technical Director and Audl o Engineer- - operate 
this control equipment. A dual channel GE a udio conso le provides eight 
microphone inputs as well as inputs for cartridge tape pl ayer, reel to 
reel recorder, turntable, and either optic~l or magnet ic film sound. 
For closed circuit distribut ion audio and video s igna ls are 
transmitted by cable from Derby Hall to Video Tape Centra l located two-
and-one-half miles away at the transmitter s ite of ~!OS U-TV. From Video 
Tape Central a modulated RF signa l is returned to t he ma in campus on 
seven c~annels of a coxial cable system. Reception is accomplished on 
any standard VHF receiver connected to the cable. 
A telelesson may be record ed at Video Tape Centra l at the same time 
it is being seen in classrooms "live." Likew ise, i t i s possible to 
record program materials without sending i t to the c lass room and ma ny 
hours of instructional programming have been reco rded in advance in this 
manner. 
A total of 33 classrooms especially adapted to c l osed circuit 
television viewing are located in Robinson La b and Civil a nd Aerona utical 
Engineering Building as well as Mendenha ll Lab , Campbe ll Hall, Horticulture 
and Forestry, and the Botany and Zoo1 o~y Bui lding. At any single given 
hour as many as l ,600 students m:i y be wat ch i ng TV . Plans have recently 
been formulated t o extend the cent cable t o se lected dor'.ni t o ry ereas. 
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STATEMENTS BY REPRESENTATIVES OF ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS 
CONCERNING USE OF CLOSED c:RCUIT TELEVISION FOR REGULAR INSTRUCTION 
Biology 
The beginning Biology Course has been televised since 1961-62. The 
beginning Zoology Course has been televised since 1963-64 and in the 
academic year 1968-69 some Anatomy and Physiology Courses will be televised. 
From the outset the primary rationale for televised instruction 
has been the contention that the medium makes the very best lecturers 
available to all students. A second factor of importance in biology is 
the needed rapidity in reporting new information arising from the 
scientific process. 
Television provides tremendous advantages to the biologist. A 
lecturer can call the attention of thousands of students to a sub-cellular 
structure such as a mitochondrion. Conceptual models can be presented 
through the use of physical analogs. Thus, complex processes in 1 iving 
systems can be presented in an understandable way. 
Although television makes it possible to bring the lectures to 
small class groups, this has not been achieved. Large lecture halls 
seating approximately 200 have been used thus far. However, future plans 
indicate a change in this pattern. 
The College of Biological Sciences has pioneered the use of 
supplementary instructional tapes available to individual students through 
dial access in individual carrels of the Listening Center. This is the very 
first of anticipated utilization of video tapes in individualized biology 
instruction. Future uses of television include both group and individual 
(student-controlled) situations. 
Video tape preparation has developed from a simple interposition 
of camera between the professor and student to a complex production task. 
The use of film chains, models prepared by artists, special effects and 
other additions to taped lectures has resulted in the need for close 
working academic-technical team5. 
by Robert W. Menefee, 
Core Biology Director 
Mathematics 
The Mathematics Department has used closed circuit TV for instruction 
on a regular basis since October, 1961. It did so initially as an expedient 
measure when faced with the task of providing instruction to large numbers 
of students with inadequate staff and lecture hall facilities. In the 
early days of this usage, those presenting the 1V lecture were inexperienced 
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in the use of TV, the production staff had 1 ittle experience in the use of 
TV for instruction and the equipment was unrel i;sble. Today we operate 
with experienced lecturers, with highly reliable equipment and \'Jith 
competent technical personnel, 
While we still utilize TV because it is a way of providing 
instruction to large numbers of students, we no longer do so because 
it is the only way of providing such instruction, The department feels 
that it is a better device than the traditional altern~tive of the large 
lecture. Some of the advantages it offers are listed below. 
1. Since we utilize small class rooms with a gra,duate 
student assistant present to provide help with assignments, 
we are very close to the usual small class techniques of 
instruction, We provide the student with daily contact 
with a teacher \·lith whom he can interact. (About 40% of 
the class time is used for TV viewing.) 
2. An important side payment of this technique is the training 
of the graduate assistant as a teacher. He dbserves the 
material being presented and comes to knmv the content and 
standards of the courses of the department. \When he teaches 
the course independently for the department he is able to 
do so more capably than he could have done without this 
experience. 
3. An obvious advantage of the use of TV for instruction is 
that the courses so offered are tightly controlled during 
a given quarter. Since we use common examinations, graded 
with common standards, grading is more meani~ful. 
The weakest element in the use of TV for instruction at this university 
is the viewing facility. Since the technique was imposed on the existing 
structure it was necessary to convert existing classrooms for use as class-
rooms for TV usage. No real attention was given to the problem of adequate 
acoustical treatment of the rooms. Light control was largely ignored. While 
some effort has been made in the more recent assignment of rooms to be used 
for TV viewing to select adequate rooms much could be done to improve these 
fac i 1 it i es. 
The department intends to continue to use instructional TV. In the 
future we expect to see an extensive use of films and video tapes of material 
that is prepared explicitly for use in TV taught courses. This material 
will be designed to take advantage of visual techniques that can make 
certain concepts readily understandable. It is felt that many ideas can 
be so presented in a fashion that significantly improves on the traditional 
presentation by a classroom teacher. 
by Arnold E. Ross, Chalrman 
Department of Mathematics 
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Home Economics 
In two of the five divisions in the School of Home Economics te levision 
is used for classroom ins tr uction. For the past sixteen quarters {since 
spring quarter 1962) students in Clothing: De~ign Analysis have received 
two thirty-minute lectures per week via television. Each video-taped lecture 
is followed by eighteen minutes of discussion or question-answer time with 
the classroom teacher. 
One of the most advantageous aspects of the television lectures is the 
front row view of demonstrations which relate to laboratory procedure. Students 
from two or three labo ratory sections meet together at the l ecture hour 
forming a group of about fifty students. Prior to the use of television in 
teaching this course simultaneous, small-group lecture sections were 
scheduled. There was a great deal of inconsistency in quality of presen-
tation as well as variation in subject matter covered . Tight hour-to-hour 
scheduling in the lecture rooms in Campbell Hall often made careful set-ups 
for demonstrations impossible. 
In general, studen t acceptance of the recorded instruction has been 
favorable. Although they have 1 ittle opportunity to compare a 1 ive lecture 
with a recorded one in the same kind of class, they do recognize features of 
the taped lessons that would not be possible in a direct presentation. 
Any study relating to clothing changes with the t imes, and so due to 
U1e vc, y 11ai:u r t: 0F the subject matter recorded leS::,uu:. be\..u,r,e 0ut..:atcd. A 
relatively satisfactory plan has been worked out to revise and rerecord 
the lecture-demonstrations for this course every three years. After the 
initial videotape recording in 1962, a new unit was added in 1964. An 
overall revision was completed in 1966 and the second such revision is 
scheduled for 1969. A manual and study guide to use with the televised 
lectures was a worthwhile addition in 1966. 
There have been five different classroom teachers assigned to this 
course since 1962. The follow-up session in the classroom after taped lesson 
plus the contact with the students in the laboratory have provided opportunities 
for each teacher to individualize her teaching. Each of the classroom 
teachers has commented on the saving of time and work in having recorded 
instructional material ra the r than preparing new materials for repeated 
demonstrations. 
The lack of color in black and white television is a 1 imitation in the 
total consideration of cloth ing. As soon as color television can be made 
available, the feasibility of its use will be careful ly considered. 
Considerat ion also is being g iven to augmenting the classroom presentations 
with additional video tapes for individual study. 
One unit of the in :roductory course in Househo ld Equipment has been 
recorded on videotape for repeated cl assroom use. The unit on electricity, 
which is a study of basi c information, involves numerous pieces of equipment 
and apparatus vth ich are :1ot easily assemb led, transported, handled, dernonstrated 
- ..... -~-;_,_ .... ~~~·-" ...... , .. ..., ~~-··" ..:~ .. _ .. ; 
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and eventua lly returned to stor3ge . The p, esent a t ion vi a television ensures 
a consistent quality a nd quantit y i r. clas~-ho~r car.te nt for that unit of 
work and frees the teacher to pre p~re and presen t i nfc r1~a tion of a less bas ic 
o r elementa ry nature d i rectly to the s ~udents. 
Future plans for the use of 1-:-V i n Home E~onom.ics include the possibility 
of record ing other un its of work for the Ho usehold Equ ipment course. Also, 
under cons ideration is the feasib i lity of recording r. ursery school observations 
for use in Child Deve lopment cou rs P.s . 
by Esther Meacham, Aud io-vi sual Coordinator 
School of Home Econom ics 
Health Ed ucation 
The Ohio Sta te Univers ity is one of the few large universi ties wh ich 
still has a required personal heslth cou rse f o r every undergraduate student. 
Since this course is a one credi t hou r co urs e and one ~ua r ter in length , it 
requires a good measure of both adminis tra tive and technical des ire and skill 
to make it function smoothly. 
During the 1967-68 year the re was an enro ll ment rwf a pproxi mate ly 6700 
students in 166 discussion sections. The course is taught pa rtly by television; 
each student views a thirty minute teleles son and a ls~ t a kes part in a fifty 
11,i,,ui.l:! Jiscus si011 secdun 1net:! ti 11g each week. Eac.r1 of t he viewi ng sections 
totals aro und 300 students; the discussion sections a~erage between 40-45 
students. All s ec t ions are coeduca t ional. The Men•s and Women 1s Div isions 
of the Departmen t of Physica l Educatl on coope ra t e in ~ rovidin g instr uctors, 
which incl ude all ranks from Teachlng As s oci at es t hrow19h Professors. Forty-one 
different individuals taught at least one section dur ~ng 1967-68. 
The eight tel evision lessons currently in use 2re the fourth series of 
eight lessons developed since 1960 by the Department ~f Physical Education and 
WOSU-TV. This pa rticu lcr series was used f o r the first time du r ing the 
Autumn Quar ter of 1967; since then two of the lessons have been revi sed and 
retaped. The ti t les in the series a re: 11 Effective Liiw :ng : Your Choice; 11 
11Meet ing the Chall enge of Stress; 11 11Cont roll i ng Comm :....,'i'l1 cable Disease ;•• 
11 Noncommunicab le Disease: Reduc ing the Risk; " 11 For Bette r or For Worse ;•• 
11 Understanding Parenthood; 11 11The Pa radox of Prog ress; •u and 11Consumership: 
Wise and Otherwise." 
A member of the health educa ti on s taff coord l nates t he cou rse; dur ing the 
first week of the quarter the coord l nator i s ass isted by t wo staff membe rs and 
a secretary . An orien t a t ion ses slo:1 a boL!t the cours e and lea rning by TV is 
conducted for each group of 300 w~o compr ise a vl ew ing s ec t ion. S ince the 
indivi duals in the d i scuss ion gro ~ps a re se2ted toge t he r to view e2ch TVlesson, 
it is possi ble to accoun t fo r e3c~ s : ~dent in bo t h the TV ar.d discussion groups. 
The administret !on of t he cou rse invol ves sheer nvmbe~s and places, but 
this is really only the be gi nn i~g. The ext e~t t o wh ich a course such as this 
is successful depe nd s upon : he qu~ lity of tr.e te lev •s rui1 le.s3 ons a nd the 
quality of the teach ing- lea r ~i ng process th~~ occ u~s iffi t ~e di scuss ion groups. 
The course coo rd inato r provides l e2.de r sh !p i 0 t hese are:'l!i.s, She is assisted by 
r 
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an Advisory Comrnittee vJhich consists of six members, ir,cluding the Chalrmen 
of the Women 1s and Men's Dlvisions of Physical Ed~c~tion and selected health 
education staff members. This group acted as a sounding board vk1en the 
course was being developed in its present form nine years age and a research 
project was built around it. There are constantly problems of budget, 
problems of staffing, and problems of in-service educetion - especially 
when 7Cflo of the discussion instructors are physicaI ed•xators vJho are not 
automatically 11 plugged into 11 leading classroom discussion groups based on 
a previously taped lesson. 
There is constantly the matter of up-dating the televised lesson because 
this generation of ~ollege students comprises a critical television audience. 
We are gradually working into a cycle whereby we revise and retape two 
lessons each year - attempting to use the most c~rrer.t, sophisticated 
techniques of the medium that the Department can afford. We are gradually 
moving~ of the practice of taking an effective classroom health educator 
and trying to turn him into an effective TV performer end moving into the 
practice of writing the TV scripts ourselves and hiring professio'nai-TV 
performers to put them into action. The last two efforts in this direction -
in which our WOSU-TV producers have done all of the 11staging 11 and technical 
details - have proved very effective insofar as audience appeal is concerned. 
This takes real coordination since we as health educators must convey our 
philosophy of health education to them as television producers. But we have 
been most pleased with the results and eagerly anticipate meeting the challei~ges 
of this course through highly effective television lesso~s. 
by Mary K. Beyrer 
Professor of Health Education 
CENTER FOR TOMORROW 
A significant step in the development of instructional television at 
the beginning of the second decade is the building of a major conference and 
Telecommunications facility. The groundbreaking ceremony was held on 
March 3, 1968, with the completion date set for late 1969, This $5.7 mill ion 
dollar 11Center for Tomorrow11 will house the broadcasting facilities, including 
two large television studios, three radio studios, offices, workshops, and 
storage space. The Telecommunications' wing will also serve the closed circuit 
instruction needs and will in addition provide facilities for general adult 
education programs. The auditorium will be designed and equipped to serve 
continuing education programs of an international natu:e and will provide space 
for simultaneous language translation as wel 1 as facilities to send, receive, 
and record radio and television programs. 
This modern new structure and the experience g2i-r,ed in the first ten 
years of operation should enable the Teleco~municatio~s Center to extend and 
improve its services not only with respect to formal Instruction on campus, 
but general educational services to the people of th:.i community and the 
state. 
ENROLLMENT DATA FOR TV COURSES 1957-58 - 1967-68 
COURSE 1957-58 1958-59 1959-60 1960-61 1961-62 1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 
·-
Bio, 402 (102),': 4,605 5,278 5, 166 4,630 
H. Ed . 400 ( 1 O 1) 2,045 4, 100 6, 471 6,540 6,841 7,706 8,522 7,889 7,269 
Home Ee. 506 (322) 57 181 185 174 
Hon.e Ee. 53 l (3 74) 50 127 82 86 103 137 119 
Math 400 (Remedial) 245 600 797 684 
Ma th 4 l 2 ( 1 01 ) 954 1,619 1,944 
Math 4 16 ( 116) 2, 427 3, 078 2, 194 2,576 2,500 2,256 1,695 
Mat h 4 l 7 ( l 17) 979 1,367 1 ,414 1, 709 l ,930 872 1,230 
Math 417 Special 432 
Ma t h 426 608 
Mat h 4 3 9 ( 1 5 0) 856 752 1,249 i ,928 1, 646 2, 116 2,752 
Math 440 (rS l ) . 592 575 827 1 ,307 2, 105 2,532 2,824 
Ma th L;l+] (152) 254 553 450 ·679 1, 120 1,396 1,365 
Phy. Ed . 576 (323) 456 433 661 516 
Phy. Ed . 587 114 297 419 
Phy. Ed. 830 14 
Physiology 651 12 
Psych. 401 (100) 187 
Continued •••• 
·------ - - -------··-- -------
COUR SE 1957-·58 1958-59 1959-60 1960-61 1961-62 1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 
Zoology 400 4,066 4,740 660 
Zoology 401 500 3 ,700 1,669 2,612 2, 113 
Zoology 404 (101) 2,279 2,749 2~495 
TOTA LS 245 612 2,842 5,284 15, 63 0 19,02~ 20,828 23,222 28,319 28,010 27,027 
* Course nunhe rs we re changed effective Autumn Quarter, 1967. 
All new co urse numbers that are available are listed in 
pa ren theses next to the old numbers. 
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